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3 Actions for today
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Recall, we are like batteries and each day we may start 
at a different level of charge
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Resilience is built through joint responsibility
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Presentation Notes
In order to optimize the employee experience, it is important to understand that it isn’t just the employees who need to get smarter about their health, or for employers to offer better programs and supportsInstead, organizational resilience is built through action in tandem – joint responsibility is actually one of the key facets of the National Standard: https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English/media/4183Together, employees (through daily, intentional actions) and employers (by offering impactful and holistic programs and supports) have the power to improve mental health and resiliency in the workplaceBecause our habits (and accompanying actions / behaviours) are all the things that we do automatically, without thinking, they help define who we are – as individuals and collectively as organizations. If you’re in the habit of getting up and working out every morning, you’re in share; if you’re in the habit of never doing what you say you’re going to do, you’re unreliableEmployees can learn to give their bad habits the ‘heave-ho’, but first, they must be aware of themWhat is resilience? The ability to become strong, healthy, or successful again after something bad happensThe ability to recover readily from illness, depression, adversity or the like; buoyancyThe ability of something to return to its original shape after it has been pulled, stretched, pressed, bent, etc.The way that you think changes how you feel and what you do.  These are the things that we have a capacity to changeOptimism can be learned, particularly when it comes to changing how we explain negative situations to ourselvesResiliency is an outcome….outcome based on a construct that to normalize failure we need to have set backsGo along on escalator – go forward and then backwards and then fall in a pothole.  I am now stuck in this pothole.  What do I have to change and action to get out.  Life is not about perfect and wish it were Nirvana.  If 30% sucks and 70% is good, you are doing well.The concept of the belief that if something is lost there is an opportunity to find another moment.We can build up our resilience.You’ll never change your life until you change something you do daily. The secret of your success is found in your daily routine – John MaxwellHow to change habits mindfully According to research, a little over 90% of us don't quite stick to our New Year resolutions. That can be disheartening, and we may even take it as a personal failing or lack of willpower (it isn't).There is another way. A more compassionate approach. With mindfulness, it's possible to more easily and reliably cultivate a new habit or release an old one. And habits - small, consistent everyday choices - are what change our lives and our worlds in meaningful ways.Discover the small, doable shifts that add up to more profound changes. 



Maintaining Mental Fitness: Micro-skills

• Micro-skills are small behaviours or 
cognitive skills you can add to your life to 
support mental fitness

• They are skills that can be applied to all 
areas of your life:

– Physical 

– Mental health

– Personal life

– Work experience
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What is journaling

• Journaling is the process of writing down your thoughts and feelings.

• This can be used as a stress management and personal exploration tool.

• It is recommended to be done regularly however benefit has been even when it is done sporadically.

• A key component of journaling is to focus on gratitude and emotional processing.
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https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/encyclopedia/content.aspx?ContentID=4552&ContentTypeID=1https://www.verywellmind.com/journaling-a-great-tool-for-coping-with-anxiety-3144672



There are multiple types of journaling
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There is no perfect fit, it may take a few attempts to find the type of journaling best for you

Writing journal

Gratitude journal

Pocket journal

Junk journal

Bullet journal

Health journal

Dream 
journal

Prayer journal

Poetry / art
journal



Why does journaling work?

1. Engages both hemispheres of the brain.

2. Allows for honest, self exploration and reflection.

3. Fosters fully integrated experience with your mind.
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The benefits of journaling

• Journaling can be an excellent tool to help individuals process, explore and release the motions of 

traumatic events.

• Other health benefits:

– Decrease the symptoms of asthma and arthritis

– Improved cognitive functioning

– Improved immune system response

– Counteract the impact of stress
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A few things to consider when deciding to journal

1. Consider your method, if you find yourself not enjoying writing, consider typing or using a voice / 

video recording.

2. Be aware of the tone and focus of your journaling.

3. If you find yourself focusing solely on negative emotions, consider ending your sessions with a few 

words of gratitude or things that provide you with hope.

4. If you are experiencing significant reluctance or impact of reliving a difficult experience it may be 

beneficial to talk to your mental health professional.
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Three types of journaling to try
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Gratitude Journal Anxious Release Bullet Journal



How to incorporate a gratitude journal into your day

1. Take a moment to reflect on three aspects of your life you are grateful for

2. Write them down

3. Try doing everyday for 3 months
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For the times you feel anxious
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1. Get started
– Write down your thoughts, whatever may be 

on your mind

– Describe the events in detail

– List your fears and concerns about the 
situation

2. Journal your way to a new frame
– Re-read and rethink what you just wrote

– Challenge your thoughts

– Think differently

3. Focus on actions
– Reflect on what might happen

– What would you do it died happen

– Consider strategies you can use to prepare



How to incorporate a bullet journal into your day

1. Identify your challenges

– Ask yourself what do you want to use it for

2. Organize your journal

– Develop you own form of short-hand

– Create a “coding key: - (e.g., priorities, tasks, events, ideas)

– Index (Table of contents)

– Future log (your year at a glance), 

– Monthly og (overview of each month), 

– Daily log (day to day to do list)
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Next Weeks Webinar

• When: Tuesday July 28, 2020

• What time: 12 pm est

• How to find it: www.maintainingmentalfitness.com

• Micro-skill: Flipping the Switch 
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https://maintainingmentalfitness.com/
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Question Period
www.maintainingmentalfitness.com

Please note that once registered for one webinar, you will be 
automatically registered for future webinars in our weekly series.

https://maintainingmentalfitness.com/


Where have we been in our journey
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